The Model MB68 is a heavy duty unistrut bracket used for mounting the 455B or 460B active infrared sensors. The steel straps fit any standard, 4.0 inch (101mm) O.D., mounting post. Two (2) brackets are included with each 455B and 460B transmitter and receiver. Use 2 of the 4 inner holes to secure the sensor to the channel.

The unit weighs approximately 1.75 lbs. (0.8 kg).
460B Mounting Details

LOCATE AND DRILL CHANNELS

DRILL \( \frac{9}{32} \) (0.281cm) DIAMETER HOLE THRU BOTH WALLS AT FOUR PLACES SHOWN.

ASSEMBLE STRUTS

STRUT CHANNEL NUT AND LOCK WASHER

SCREW AND FLAT WASHER

SEAL INSIDE HOLES WITH RTV OR EQUIVALENT.